
Heir Less Apparent is best played with four to eight people and 
requires the candle tracker, four Flame tokens, eight Goblet tokens, 
one Poisoned and seven Pure, and eight role cards, one Less 
Apparent, one Heir, and six Court, and a six-sided die. 
  
You are a highly ranked noble, and your king is dying. His imminent 
death, sad as it is, represents a golden opportunity for you. The death 
of the king means one thing: the opportunity for power. The king has 
sadly left no heir, meaning that you could be the next monarch. 
  
You and the other nobles have decided to call meetings every day 
until the king’s death in order to come to a consensus on his 
successor. Though, perhaps it’s ill advised to have left the second in 
line, the heir less apparent, in charge of the drinks. 
  
Setup: 
Light all the candles by placing all the Flame tokens on the tracker. 
Distribute the Heir and the Less Apparent cards by vote. Give the 
remaining players Court cards. 
 
Roles: 
Heir- The next in line to be the king, you have nothing to do other 
than to survive. 
Once per round, you can use your power to compel any player to 
swap Goblets with another, even if they don't wish to. 
Less Apparent- The second in line to be the king, you are primed to be 
the next heir if the current one becomes incapacitated. You're in 
charge of handing out drinks. 
You can poison one of the Goblets to temporarily disable one of your 
rivals. 
Court- Currently sidelined when it comes to kingship, you’re only able 
to become heir if you first secure the role of the heir less apparent. 
Once per round, you can check your Goblet. 

Gameplay: 
The game proceeds in rounds of three phases: the distribution phase, 
discussion phase, and resolution phase. 

Distribution The Less Apparent should distribute a Goblet token to each player. 

One of them should be the Poisoned Goblet. 

Discussion Once each player has a Goblet, begin a one minute discussion of 
alliances, suspicions, and who might possess the Poisoned Goblet. 
At any point of the discussion, swap your Goblet with the goblet 
of any willing player and use your role abilities as you wish. 

Resolution Stop discussion and reveal your goblets. 
If your goblet was Pure, you are safe. Do not do anything. 
If your goblet was Poisoned, you’ve been poisoned and have to 
spend the next day recuperating. 
Miss the next round and: 
If you were the Heir, pass the Heir card to the Less Apparent. They 
pass their card to a Court member of their choice. Take the Court 
card. 
If you were the Less Apparent, swap your card with a Court 
member of your choice. 
If you were a Court, hold on to your card. 
Once the role cards have been redistributed, roll a d6. If the result 
is less than or equal to the current number of Flame tokens, 
remove one Flame token. 

Winning: 
When there are no Flame tokens remaining, whoever is currently the Heir 
takes the throne and wins the game. 
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